Diffusionless crystal growth from glass has precursor in equilibrium liquid.
A remarkable property of certain glass-forming liquids is that a fast mode of crystal growth is suddenly activated near the glass transition temperature, Tg, and continues in the glassy state. This mode of growth, termed GC (glass-crystal), is so fast that it is not limited by molecular diffusion in the bulk liquid. We have studied the GC growth by growing multiple crystal polymorphs from the liquid of ROY, currently the top system for the number of coexisting polymorphs of known structures. We observed a new feature of GC growth that conflicts with its current description in the literature. We found that the GC mode is not truly a new growth mode suddenly appearing near Tg but one already existing in the equilibrium liquid up to approximately 1.15 Tg, in the form of fast-growing fibers. This finding is relevant to testing different explanations for GC growth and favors the view that GC growth is enabled by molecular motions that are native to the glass but still persist in the viscous liquid.